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ABSTRACT

Before I write down the problem of how actually, Allah breathed my spirit into every human being 
around the world, first I ask forgiveness from Allah SWT. Here I try to open the veil that covers the 
secret of how Allah actually breathed my spirit into every human being around the world, from the 
point of view of the molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

There are several verses that become Allah's secret unlocking tool about how actually, Allah 
breathed my spirit into every human being around the world, namely the verses:

"And verily We have created man from an essence from the ground. (Al Mu'minuun: 23:12)
 

"Then We made the essence of semen in a solid place. (Al Mu'minuun: 23:13)

"So when I have perfected the event and I have breathed into it My spirit; then you should fall 
down prostrating to it." (Shaad : 38:72)

"So when I have perfected the event, and have breathed into it my spirit, then submit to it 
prostrating yourselves (Al Hijr: 15: 29)

"And verily We have created man and know what his heart whispers, and We are nearer to him 
than his jugular vein." (Qaf: 50:16)

"Then He perfected and breathed into it His spirit and He made for you hearing, sight and hearts 
you have little gratitude. (As Sajdah: 32: 9)

"...Indeed the Messiah, Jesus the son of Mary, is the messenger of Allah and His words which He 
conveyed to Mary, and a spirit from Him... (An Nisaa ': 4:171)

"O mankind, if you are in doubt about the resurrection, then indeed We have created you from 
clay, then from a drop of semen, then from a clot of blood, then from a lump of flesh which is 
perfect and imperfect, so that We may explain it to you and determine in the womb, what We will 
until a predetermined time, then We bring you out as babies, then you come to maturity, and some 
of you are passed away and some of you have extended their life to senility, so that he will no 
longer know anything that is wrong. he knew before. And you see the earth is dry, then when We 
send down water on it, the earth lives and is fertile and grows all kinds of beautiful plants. (Al 
Hajj: 22: 5)

"Didn't We create you from despicable water (Al Mursalaat: 77:20)

"Then We made the essence of semen in a solid place. (Al Mu'minuun: 23:13)
 

"And does man not notice that We created him from a drop of water, then suddenly he becomes a 
real challenger (Yaasiin: 36: 77)

"His companion said to him while he was conversing with him: "Do you disbelieve in the one 
who created you from clay, then from a drop of semen, then He made you a perfect man? (Al 
Kahf: 18: 37)



"And Maryam, the daughter of Imran, who kept her honor, so We breathed into her a portion of 
Our spirit, and she confirmed the words of her Lord and His Books, and she was one of the 
obedient. (At Tahrim: 66:12)

In an effort to open the veil of Allah's secret about how Allah actually breathed my spirit into every 
human being around the world, I used the basis of deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid 
or the molecular structure of nucleic acids.

HYPOTHESES

Here I propose the hypothesis that God breathed my spirit into every human being around the world
through Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), seen from the basic point of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that form a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules arranged in repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. 
This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5-carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. The 
nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine(A), Cytocine(C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 atom oxygen and 5 hydrogen 
atoms. Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) 
contains 4 carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) 
contains 5 carbon atoms. 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 
1 phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5-carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms,
2 oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

PHOTON

Photons are elementary particles of the boson type and carriers of electromagnetic interactions.

QUARK

As for if we want to know quarks, then we look at one of the hydrogen atoms that are the building 
blocks of the human body, animals, plants and fruits as well as inanimate objects.

Then we open the body of the hydrogen atom, we will find one electron and one proton nucleus. 
Then if this proton is split, then we will find two up quarks and one down quark. Where these three 
quarks are combined with gluons.

MY SPIRIT WHICH WAS BLOWED ON ADAM, WAS DELIVERED THROUGH DNA

Now, we are still concentrating on trying to uncover the secret hidden behind the verse: "...We have 
created man from an essence from the ground. (Al Mu'minuun: 23:12)”...I breathed into him my spirit. .. 
(Shaad : 38:72)”

Apparently, here Allah has declared that Adam was created from the essence of soil. Where the 
essence of soil is made up of carbon atoms, nitrogen atoms, hydrogen atoms and oxygen atoms.

Then Allah breathed "...to him my spirit... (Shaad: 38:72)"

Now the question arises,



Does Allah breath "...my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) into the bodies of the children of Adam through the 
womb of their mothers?

The answer is hidden in the secret behind the verse: "...He perfected and breathed into it His spirit and
He made for you hearing, sight and hearts... (As Sajdah: 32: 9)

Apparently, here Allah has described clearly and clearly that "... My spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) is not 
breathed into every child of Adam's descendants, but through "... My spirit... (Shaad: 38) : 72) which 
is already in the Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) of Adam and his wife.

After Allah "... made for you hearing, sight and heart... (As Sajdah: 32: 9) proved that "... My spirit... 
(Shaad: 38: 72) which was breathed into Adam in paradise, the building blocks of Adam's 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

“... my spirit... (Shaad : 38: 72) is made up of carbon atoms, nitrogen atoms, hydrogen atoms and 
oxygen atoms. Likewise, Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is made up of 32.20% carbon atoms, 
25.43% nitrogen atoms, 6.78% oxygen atoms and 35.59% hydrogen atoms.

Or in other words, “... my spirit... (Shaad : 38: 72) unites with Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

MY SPIRIT DOESN'T NEED TO BE BLOWED BY ALLAH EVERY HUMAN BODY 
THROUGH THE MOTHER'S WOMEN, ENOUGH THROUGH MY SPIRIT THAT HAS 
BEEN BUILDING DNA

Well, because "... my spirit... (Shaad : 38: 72) is united with Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), then 
Allah does not need to blow "... My spirit... (Shaad : 38: 72) into every the human body through the 
mother's womb. But through the path of "... a drop of semen... (Al Hajj: 22: 5) or the sperm in the 
father's body and the egg in the mother's body. Because in ... a drop of semen ... (Al Hajj: 22: 5) or 
sperm and egg contain DNA.

So, when "... a drop of semen... (Al Hajj: 22: 5) or sperm released by the father and meets the egg 
from the mother in the womb, then it becomes a fetus.

Well, in the body of this fetus there is already "... My spirit... (Shaad : 38: 72), because "... My spirit... 
(Shaad : 38: 72) has become a building of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) father and mother.

So, all humans who are born in the world, there is no need for Allah to breathe "... My spirit... 
(Shaad: 38: 72) into the human body through the mother's womb, but only through the 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) of the father and mother.

ALLAH BLOWING MY SPIRIT IS A SYMBOL THAT REFERS TO MY SPIRIT THAT 
HAS BEEN BUILDING DNA

Now, the secret behind the verse has been revealed: "... We have created man from an essence from 
the ground. (Al Mu'minuun: 23:12)”...I breathed into him my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72)”

That is, when Allah created Adam in paradise from “...the essence of...soil. (Al Mu'minuun: 23:12) then 
blow "...to him my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) , then it becomes "... My spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) DNA 
building Adam.

So when Adam's descendants are born into the world, Allah no longer needs to breathe "...my spirit...
(Shaad: 38:72) into their bodies through their mother's womb, just through the DNA that is in "...a 



drop of semen" ... (Al Hajj: 22: 5) or sperm in the father's body and eggs in the mother's body.

CONCLUSION
 
Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secret hidden behind the verse: "...We 
have created man from an essence from the ground. (Al Mu'minuun: 23:12)”...I breathed into him my 
spirit. .. (Shaad : 38:72)”

Apparently, here Allah has declared that Adam was created from the essence of soil. Where the 
essence of soil is made up of carbon atoms, nitrogen atoms, hydrogen atoms and oxygen atoms.

Then Allah breathed "...to him my spirit... (Shaad: 38:72)"

Now the question arises,

Does Allah breath "...my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) into the bodies of the children of Adam through the 
womb of their mothers?

The answer is hidden in the secret behind the verse: "...He perfected and breathed into it His spirit and
He made for you hearing, sight and hearts... (As Sajdah: 32: 9)

Apparently, here Allah has described clearly and clearly that "... My spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) is not 
breathed into every child of Adam's descendants, but through "... My spirit... (Shaad: 38) : 72) which 
is already in the Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) of Adam and his wife.

After Allah "... made for you hearing, sight and heart... (As Sajdah: 32: 9) proved that "... My spirit... 
(Shaad: 38: 72) which was breathed into Adam in paradise, the building blocks of Adam's 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

“... my spirit... (Shaad : 38: 72) is made up of carbon atoms, nitrogen atoms, hydrogen atoms and 
oxygen atoms. Likewise, Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is made up of 32.20% carbon atoms, 
25.43% nitrogen atoms, 6.78% oxygen atoms and 35.59% hydrogen atoms.

Or in other words, “... my spirit... (Shaad : 38: 72) unites with Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

Well, because "... my spirit... (Shaad : 38: 72) is united with Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), then 
Allah does not need to blow "... My spirit... (Shaad : 38: 72) into every the human body through the 
mother's womb. But through the path of "... a drop of semen... (Al Hajj: 22: 5) or the sperm in the 
father's body and the egg in the mother's body. Because in ... a drop of semen ... (Al Hajj: 22: 5) or 
sperm and egg contain DNA.

So, when "... a drop of semen... (Al Hajj: 22: 5) or sperm released by the father and meets the egg 
from the mother in the womb, then it becomes a fetus.

Well, in the body of this fetus there is already "... My spirit... (Shaad : 38: 72), because "... My spirit... 
(Shaad : 38: 72) has become a building of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) father and mother.

So, all humans who are born in the world, there is no need for Allah to breathe "... My spirit... 
(Shaad: 38: 72) into the human body through the mother's womb, but only through the 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) of the father and mother.

Now, the secret behind the verse has been revealed: "... We have created man from an essence from 
the ground. (Al Mu'minuun: 23:12)”...I breathed into him my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72)”



That is, when Allah created Adam in paradise from “...the essence of...soil. (Al Mu'minuun: 23:12) then 
blow "...to him my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) , then it becomes "... My spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) DNA 
building Adam.

So when Adam's descendants are born into the world, Allah no longer needs to breathe "...my spirit...
(Shaad: 38:72) into their bodies through their mother's womb, just through the DNA that is in "...a 
drop of semen" ... (Al Hajj: 22: 5) or sperm in the father's body and eggs in the mother's body.
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